
Heron Farms - Cool (Sea) Beans 
What was one of your "life's persistent questions" when you were in school?
For Sam Norton, founder of Heron Farms located in downtown Charleston, it
was: what if two of the 21st century’s largest problems, rising seawater levels
and excess carbon dioxide, could be leveraged into next generation
sustainable agriculture? 

In answering this question, Sam founded Heron Farms where he started
experimenting with Sea Beans (Salicornia), the most salt-tolerant terrestrial
plant in existence and in the same family as beets and spinach. Sea Beans are
halophytes (salt resistant plants) that are native to South Carolina's marshes.
This experiment led to an innovative agri-business growing sea beans in the
world's first indoor vertical saltwater farm, sequestering salt in the process, and
creating a salt alternative product. 

A recent graduate from the College of Charleston Environmental Science
Masters program, CORE SC introduced Sam to the SC Aquarium and to NASA.
Together, we are developing a variety of experiments benefiting our citizens
while furthering NASA's missions. To begin, we are testing halophytes in
simulated lunar soil (regolith) with a 100% grow rate. The halophytes remove
minerals from the soil, improving soil conditions for growing crops. That is
good news for space agriculture but also for improving our agriculture
economy right here at home!

Additionally, we will be providing grow kits to K-12 schools for students to
conduct experiments in the simulated lunar soil. This project is encouraging
students toward STEM careers in Charleston County, while providing NASA
data they can use!

Back here on earth, Sam is both marketing Sea Beans as a salt alternative and
using the plants to restore one square foot of marshland for every pound of
Sea Beans sold. Click here to learn more about Heron Farms' restoration
projects. 

Sam is the epitome of innovation. From Forbes: "Faced with the threat of rising
sea levels in his hometown of Charleston, Sam Norton wanted to prove to his
community that they could treat the incoming seawater as a resource instead
of a problem. So in 2018, he founded Heron Farms. "

Currently, Heron Farms employs 13 people in Charleston County and is even
expanding in Texas. This small team is making a big impact in both economic
development and in coastal and stormwater erosion control. CORE SC is proud
to be working with a plant-powered partner right here in Charleston County. 

About CORE SC
The Center of Resilience
Excellence South Carolina (CORE
SC) is a consortium founded by the
College of Charleston, the South
Carolina Aquarium, and Charleston
County Government. 

What makes CORE SC effective?
Strong involvement with our
partners! We are stronger together
and work with a variety of partners
to find solutions that are equitable,
replicable, and scalable.

CORE SC and NASA continue to
build on past successes with the
goal of establishing a permanent
NASA facility in South Carolina.

For More CORE Information
CORE SC is always looking for innovative ideas, solutions, projects, and
partnerships. To talk shop, contact Kevin Limehouse at  
843-958-4012  or klimehouse@charlestoncounty.org | coresc.net.

CORE SC and Charleston County

Sam Norton made Forbes' 30
under 30 2022 Food and Drink list
(Redefining the way we eat, drink

and think about consumption.)
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 This image shows Mars Global
Simulant 1, Lunar Mare Simulant

1, Mars Simulant Sulfate 1, and
Lunar Highlands Simulant 1. 

https://www.heronfarms.com/
https://www.heronfarms.com/restoration/projects

